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Abstract

The objective of this research is to statistically characterize the aging of integrated circuit
intercomects. This report supersedes the stress void aging characterization presented in
SAND99-0975, “Reliability Degradation Due to Stockpile Aging,” by the same author. The
physics of the stress voiding, before and after wafer processing have been recently characterized
by F. G. Yost in SAND99-0601, “Stress Voiding during Wafer Processing”. The current effort
extends this research to account for uncertainties in grain size, storage temperature, void spacing
and initial residual stress and their impact on interconnect failure after wafer processing. The
sensitivity of the life estimates to these uncertainties is also investigated. Various methods for
characterizing the probability of failure of a conductor line were investigated including: Latin
hypercube sampling (LHS), quasi-Monte Carlo sampling (qMC), as well as various analytical
methods such as the advanced mean value (Ah/IV) method. The comparison was aided by the use
of the Cassandra uncertainty analysis library. It was found that the only viable uncertainty
analysis methods were those based on either LHS or quasi-Monte Carlo sampling. Analytical
methods such as AMV could not be applied due to the nature of the stress voiding problem. The
qMC method was chosen since it provided smaller estimation error for a given number of
samples. The preliminary results indicate that the reliability of integrated circuits due to stress
voiding is very sensitive to the underlying uncertainties associated with grain size and void
spacing. In particular, accurate characterization of IC reliability depends heavily on not only the
frost and second moments of the uncertainty distribution, but more specifically the unique form
of the underlying distribution.
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Abstract

The objective of this research is to statistically characterize the aging of integrated circuit
interconnects and supersedes the stress void aging characterization presented in SAND99-0975,
“Reliability Degradation Due to Stockpile Aging,” by the same author. The physics of the stress
voiding, before and after wafer processing have been previously characterized by F. G. Yost in
SAND99-0601, “Stress Voiding during Wafer Processing”. The current effort extends this
research to account for uncertainties in grain size, storage temperature, void spacing and initial
residual stress and their impact on interconnect failure after wafer processing. The sensitivity of
the life estimates to these uncertainties is also investigated. Various methods for characterizing
the probability of failure of a conductor line were investigated including: Latin hypercube
sampling (LHS), quasi-Monte Carlo sampling (qMC), as well as various analytical methods such
as the advanced mean value (AMV) method. The comparison was aided by the use of the
Cassandra uncertainty analysis library. It was found that the only viable uncertainty analysis
methods were those based on either LHS or quasi-Monte Cado sampling. Analytical methods
such as AMV could not be applied due to the nature of the stress voiding problem. The qMC
method was chosen since it provided smaller estimation error for a given number of samples.
The preliminary results indicate that the reliability of integrated circuits due to stress voiding is
very sensitive to the underlying uncertainties associated with grain size and void spacing. In
particular, accurate characterization of IC reliability depends heavily on not only the first and
second moments of the uncertainty distribution, but more specifically the unique form of the
underlying distribution.

1. Stress Voiding

Yost has previously characterized void growth kinetics in Al interconnects during and after
wafer processing [Yost, 1999]. The results were shown to be consistent with both experimental
observations and published literature. Of particular note was the conclusion that interconnects
with higher void density had a longer expected life. This is a bit counter-intuitive since a high
void density is generally indicative of a ‘dirty’ manufacturing process. It should be remembered
however, that the quenching process during manufacturing inhibits the initiation and growth of
voids during manufacturing but results in a high residual stress on the conductor lines after
processing. Further, this residual stress is concentrated at the few void locations on the
conductor line and the stress is relieved through the subsequent growth of the voids during
storage. The fewer the number of voids, the faster and fiuther each must grow to relieve the
residual manufacturing stress.

1.1 Notation

The notation is consistent with that prescribed by Yost most 1999].

A(t) void area (pm2)

m void length (pm)

k Boltzman’s constant = 1.30658x 10-Z J/°K ~

1
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atomic volume for Aluminum = 1.723246x 10-2* cm3
bulk diffusion activation energy (eV)

grain boundary diffusion coefilcient (cm3 /s)

grain boundary diffusion activation energy (eV/mole)

constant from literature (10-10cm3 /s)

grain size (pm)

time
average void spacing (pm)

line width (pm)

conductor line stress (MPa)

absolute temperature (“K)

temperature (“C)

ideal gas constant 8.314 (J/ mole-K)
modulus of elasticity (MPa)
pre-exponential factor (cm2 /s)

pre-exponential factor (cm2 /s)

total strain rate = 2P+ Zd

plasticity component of strain rate

diffusive component of strain rate
shear modulus

experimentally determined constant =3.4 x 10b
experimentally determined constant =4.4 ‘
magnitude of Burger’s vector (=4.05 x10-8 cm)

1.2 Model Summary

The following highlights the model development by Yost. It is assumed that voids initiate at
roughly the same time during the manufacturing process and that the voids are uniformly
distributed across the conductor line with an average spacing of ~. In addition, it is assumed that
the components containing the intercomects are stored in an isothermal environment.

Grain Boundizry Diffwwn Activation Energy

- w (eV / atom)Q,= 0.944 ~

Grain Boundhy ~~wn Coefficient ~

[)Q,iiDb= tiDobexp –Z (cm3 / see)
k

Young% Modulus

E(q) = 71393– 3922?

2’
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Figure 1. Time to Failure versus A and ~

Strain Rate Equation

where:
i=ep+id

[1~_*Dv/Lvb s(t) “—.
P— k~ p

.

[ 1148 ~ L&(t)
~Dv+— —‘d= ~z ~S

b k~

Assuming existence of initial stress, so, and an isothermal environment the following equations
resuk:

[- 1J&/Z15-bh ~-& =-&l -exp(-YEt)]

s(t) = soexp(–Y?Et)

With the use of the above equations, a deterministic analysis of the expected Iife of an integrated
circuit can be accomplished. Figures 1 and 2 depict the expected life as a function of void
spacing, grain size and initial stress.

3
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2. Reliability-based Aging Analysis

2.1 Cassandra Uncertainty Library

The Cassandra uncertainty library [Robinson, 1999] consists of a number of software routines
that permit the user to select a variety of methods for including uncertainty in their analyses. A
number of first and second order techniques, max-likelihood and a variety of other analytical
methods are available for application. In addition, there are options for using a number of
pseudo- and quasi-Monte Carlo methods. Specific methods are constantly being updated and
improved. Cassandra is written completely in C/C++ making the engine very portable; it has
been used with Win95, WinNT, Power Macintosh, Sun, Silicon Graphics and DEC operating
systems. In addition, the software has been ported to one of the large tera-flop computers at
Sandia.

Access to the Cassandra uncertainty analysis engine is gained via the CRAX interface. The
CRAX graphical user interface (GUI) is based entirely on the Tool Command Language (Tel)
and the associated Tool Kit (Tk). The graphical user interface is also platform independent and
provides a great deal of flexibility in using the Cassandra uncertainty engine.

All analyses were performed using quasi-Monte Carlo sampling technique within the Cassandra
library [Robinson and Atcitty, 1999].

4



2.2 Distribution Assumptions

Table 1 summarizes the means

Stockpile Aging: Stress Voiding

and coefficients, of variation that were assumed for the initial
analysis. Since all variables are naturally defined on a positive support (only take on positive
values), the underlying probability density function for each variable was logically assumed to be
either lognormal or Weibull (Figure 3). The sensitivity of the results to the specific distributional
form was also investigated and is discussed later.

Variable Mean Coefilcient of
Variation

Grain Size 1.5 (pm) 0.21

Initial Stress 550 (Mpa) 0.1

StorageTemperature 293 (OK) 0.05

Void Spacing 700 Q.Lm) 0.1

Table 1. Statistical Properties
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Figure 3. Probability Density Functions for Raridom Variables
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2.3 Summary of Results

The following results are based on an interconnect line with width b = 2 pm. Failure is assumed
to occur when the void propagates to a width equal to 0.85b. Figure 4 depicts the impact of
various underlying mean void spacing (keeping all other statistical characteristics constant).
Clearly the characterization of void spacing is critical to understanding the reliability impact of “
stress voiding. The association of decreasing failure probability with decreasing mean void
spacing is rather counter-intuitive since a smaller void spacing represents a ‘dirtier’ integrated >
circuit production environment.

A similar investigation into the impact of various mean grain size values is summarized in Figure
5. It is interesting to note that in this case the mean grain size does not impact the long term
storage reliability of the integrated circuit. However, it does impact the initial reliability by
inhibiting void growth – larger grain size is associated with slower ;oid growth.

Time to Failure (yews)

Figure 4. CDF for Various Mean Void Spacing
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.,, ., .,,- .. ,.. , . . .. ..
It is important to omerve tnar.eacn or tnese cumulauve cnstrmuuon curves are not asymptotic to
1.0; not pictured is the instantaneous jump to 1.0 at t= co.To appreciate why the probability of
failure increases so rapidly at t-+ 00,it is informative to observe the relationship between the
deterministic void growth function and the probability density fimction for void spacing. As can
be seen in Figure 6 the likelihood of small void spacing in the lower regions leads to a very
substantial decrease in the probability of failure (for temperature = 293K, grain size = 6pm). In

summary, what is happening is, for a given spacing of voids, there is a time at which the stress

rime (years)

/
Area=probability of never Void Spacing(urn)reachingcriticalvoid size

Figure 6. Void Spacing PDF versus Time to Failure
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hasdecreased tosucha level thatthe voids cease to grow. Ifthevoids have notalready reached
a critical level, then the voids will never reach a critical level and the interconnect can not fail.

2.4 Sensitivity Analysis

The contribution of each variable to the cumulative probability of failure is depicted in Figure 7.
These sensitivities represent the importance of each random variable to the probability of failure
as the system ages. Often as the system ages, the sensitivity of the system to parameter :>

uncertainty will also change; this does not appear to be the case in this situation as the
sensitivities remain fairly constant. The sensitivity values can range from –1 to 1. The larger in
magnitude, the more contribution the particular random variable makes to the probability of
failure. The sign of the sensitivity for a random variable relates to which portion of the
associated underlying probability density function is contributing to the probability of failure.
Negative sensitivities, in general, indicate that the lower portion of the density function is
important. These are often referred to as ‘stress’ variables. Alternatively, positive sensitivities
are associated with those random variables whose dominate contribution to the probability of
failure comes from the upper tail. In a similar fashion, these variables are referred to as
‘strength’ variables. This stress/strength generalization is complicated by the possible interaction
between the mean and variance of the underlying distribution, as occurs when the underlying
probability density fimction is assumed to be lognomml.

Ignoring the sign of the sensitivity values, it is clear that, as the interconnect ages, the random
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of CDF to Random Parameters

nature of the grain size is the most ‘criticalparameter in characterizing the 1
intercomect. To a lesserextent (but stillimportant),the reliabilityof the interconnectdepends

on the void spacing and the residual stress.

Fe of the -

Apart from the mean and the variance of the underlying distribution, a critical element in
assessing the reliability is the actual form of the distribution. As noted earlier, the sensitivity
analysis (positive and negative values) indicates which portion of the underlying probability

8 .
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density function is critical to the analysis. To better understand the implications of the sensitivity
analysis on distribution selection, three separate cases are investigated (Table 2) and summarized
in Figure 6. Case 1 is the original problem but with a mean void spacing of 600 pm. Case 2

involves the same mean and coefficient of variation as Case 1, but assumes that the underlying
distribution for the void spacing is Weibull rather than Iognormal. From the sensitivity analysis
(Figure 7), the results are seen to be sensitive to the lower tail of the distribution. Since the
Weibull distribution assumption increases the area in the lower tail (Figure 3), it is expected that
the probability of failure would also increase. The resulting analysis depicted in Figure 8
confirms this insight. As a second example, from the sensitivity analysis it is clear that the
assumption of underlying distribution for the storage temperature should not significant.ly impact
the final analysis: the lower tail area is indifferent to the assumption of the underlying
distribution. An examination of Figure 8 again confms this conclusion.

The implication of this is that, when characterizing the reliability of the interconnects, it is
critical to have sufficient data to justi@ the selection of an underlying distribution for void

Variable

Grain Size

Initial Stress

Temperature

Void Spacing

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

PDF Mean Cov PDF Mean Cov PDF Mean Cov

lognorrnal 1.5 (pm) 0.2 Iognormal 1.5 0.2 Iognormal 1.5 0.2

lognormal 550 (Mpa) 0.1 Iognormal 550 0.1 Iognormal 550 0.1

lognormal 293 @Q 0.00 lognonnal 293 0.005 Weibull 293 0.005
5

Iwormal 600 (pm) 0.1 Weibull 600 0.1 lognormal 600 0.1

Table 2. Test Cases
I 1 I I 1 1 I I I I I
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Figure 8. Sensitivity of CDF to Distribution Selection
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Figure 9. Impact of Process Control on IC Reliability

It is generally desired to have a manufacturing process under strict statistical process control.
This will logically result in a decrease in the variation of void spacing of the interconnects. To
appreciate the impact of improving process control on the reliability of the interconnect, the
coefficient of variation of the void spacing is explored over a wide range in Figure 9. For
illustration purposes, assume a mean void spacing of 550 pm while maintaining all other

parameters as described in Table 1. As can be seen, the initial, short-term reliability is improved.
However, tightening the process control limits can severely degrade the long term reliability of
the integrated circuit.

3.0 Discussion and Recommendations

The above analysis provides a foundation for an extremely counterintuitive result: as the
manufacturing process becomes more ‘corrupt’ the storage reliability characteristics of the
component improve. As the mean void spacing drops below approximately 60 pm the reliability

of the interconnect becomes extremely difficult to characterize. At roughly this point, the
dominate portion of the void space distribution is below the critical level at which there is
insufficient residual stress to cause the voids to grow to an appreciable length (see Figure 6).
The probability of failure of the interconnect in this situation, for this failure mode, is then
essentially zero.

As noted in section 2.5, the predicted reliability of the interconnect is very sensitive to the
assumed underlying probability density functions. To accurately characterize interconnect
reliability in a storage environment, it will be critical to collect adequate information to justify
the assumption of a particular distribution. Simple mean and standard deviation estimates will
not be sufficient for accurate life-length prediction.

Accurate reliability predictions will require a formal set of experiments based on the objective of
statistically characterizing the underlying probability distributions of the important factors such

10
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as grain size and void spacing. Statistical information regarding weapon system storage
conditions is being pursued as part of a parallel corrosion effort.

The sensitivity of the results to grain size is clear from Figure 7. In addition, accurate
characterization of the grain boundary diffusion activation energy, Q~, as a function of grain

size, A, is essential for confident reliability estimates. Unfortunately, the relationship used in the
. above analysis was based on only three data points, acquired from a variety of sources.

Additional experimentation in this area is essential to validate the functional relationship.
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